Getting Around Multiple Choice

A number of definitions are listed. Below each definition are 4 words that may match the definition. Print the letter of the word which matches the definition in the space provided by each definition.

1. A small motorbike.
   A. horsepower   B. icy   C. moped   D. freight

2. Goods carried on a ship, train, truck or plane, usually in large quantities.
   A. unleaded   B. freight   C. engine   D. canal

3. Without added lead.
   A. unleaded   B. canal   C. horsepower   D. moped

   A. horsepower   B. icy   C. delayed   D. engine

5. Operating a pedal bike.
   A. cycling   B. delayed   C. freight   D. timetable

6. A boat that regularly takes passengers over a short distance.
   A. horsepower   B. ferry   C. canal   D. moped

7. Operating a motor vehicle.
   A. drive   B. freight   C. delayed   D. timetable

8. Tells you when buses, trains and ferries arrive and/or depart.
   A. canal   B. delayed   C. drive   D. timetable

9. Late.
   A. engine   B. ferry   C. drive   D. delayed

10. An artificial waterway.
    A. timetable   B. horsepower   C. cycling   D. canal

11. A measurement of an engine’s power described in terms of the animals that pull carriages.
    A. ferry   B. engine   C. icy   D. horsepower

12. The vehicle part that produces motion.
    A. engine   B. drive   C. cycling   D. icy